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G2 Crowd Reviews
Mar 05, 2020

“Perfect blend of technology, support and industry
focus”

James D - Small Business
Owner

Jun 24, 2020

“Fantastic support from smart friendly people & an
easy intuitive platform”

Kayleigh C - Marketing &
Campaigns Executive

Feb 26, 2020

“Exceptional client support and services”

Pete N - Sales Director

Feb 21, 2020

“Excellent Marketing Automation company”

Tom D - Small Business Owner

Apr 20, 2020

“Force24, outstanding service and knowledge”

Neil M - Qbase

Feb 25, 2020

“Force24 helps to automate our sales & marketing
emails”

Eric W - Digital Marketing
Manager

Feb 25, 2020

“Opened our eyes to new opportunities in marketing
automation”

Strata Homes

Feb 25, 2020

“It takes more than great software to deliver a great
marketing automation platfrom”
Feb 25, 2020

“Ticks every box - and more”

Kieran S - Small Business
Marketing Manager
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Introduction
from Adam and Nick
At the time of Force24’s birth, marketing automation

Force24 is in a relatively immature market. We have

as a discipline was relatively embryonic, certainly

great technology, but most importantly, we have an

within the UK. Dominated by US SaaS software

elite team of professionals that continue to propel and

vendors setting the standard of Marketing Automation,

guide us in line with our set of values.

we believed the marketer’s opinion was missing from
the development of tools and interfaces, so we decided

Development and drive is what got us to where we

to build a product that dealt with clients’ objectives,

are today, and it’s sure as hell what will keep us

which led us to where we are today.

innovating marketing automation tomorrow. From
constantly evolving their skills, to developing lasting

The innovation in the minds of marketers far

relationships with clients, it’s our people that keep us

outweighs the ability of the software providers. That’s

ahead of the competition.

where vendors like us can race forward, almost at

Nick Washbourne - Commercial Director

the same speed as the marketers’ minds, creating
solutions to common problems and offering the
support to implement and manage them.
Adam Oldfield - Managing Director
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Our journey so far
NOV 2010
Force24 Founded

DEC 2010
Begin Building
Product Team

SEPT 2011
Grow the Account
Management Team

DEC 2010
First Beta Client

JULY 2011
Appoint Our First
Automation Professionals

AUG 2014
Expansion Into High
Tech State of the Art New
Building

JAN 2013
Nick Washbourne
Appointed as Commercial
Director

MAY 2015
Launch of the New
Customer Portal

IP
JAN 2017
Launch of AI powered
IP Tracking

SEPT 2016
Launch of the New
Drag and Drop
Journey Builder

F24
FEB 2019
2000 Users on
Force24

JULY 2018
Launch of dynamic
content block

OCT 2019
Contact Extension
Launched

F24
WHAT NEXT...

MAY 2020
4000 Users on Force24
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Who are we?
Far from another faceless corporation, Force24 is the perfect blend of
technology and people. Our goal since day one? To provide intuitive
marketing automation and ground-breaking communications support
to both SMEs and enterprise clients.
How?
We’re a team of passionate marketing experts with a range of strategy, creative and
technical skills. This means we don’t just have an intelligent UK-built platform;
we’ve also got true pros on hand to help manage it.
Our people don’t ever stand still. They keep designing, building, iterating and
configuring, to ensure we continuously solve the changing struggles marketers
face. Their mission? To help clients generate faster, more efficient & meaningful
conversations with customers & prospects. The result? Increased conversions,
revenue & campaign ROI.
In fact, with the help of 1.5 trillion data activities captured to date, we help drive
£50m revenue for customers each month!
By no means were we the first players in this market. But we soon became the front
runners and we’re proud to be the only UK-grown provider. We’d like to consider
ourselves a new breed of marketing automation. And, it seems, our clients agree…
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“

Segmented,
personalised
and automated
communications to drive
maximum engagement
and fundraising for a UK
charity that has raised
over £1bn.

“

BBC Children in Need
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Our Values
WE LOVE
ALL OUR CLIENTS

WE’RE PROUD
OF OUR INTEGRITY

WE DO
WHAT WE SAY WE’RE
GOING TO DO
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WE ARE LONG TERM,
NOT SHORT TERM

WE HELP PEOPLE
DO AMAZING THINGS

WE AIM TO BE EXCEPTIONAL,
AND INSPIRING
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Free Training and
Support for Life!

You never stop learning and we
never stop developing.
That’s why we have built an ongoing training
budget into each of our system rental fees. Also,
if a member of your team moves on, you needn’t
worry you’ll lose that knowledge. We make sure we
understand your account so we can happily hand
over and train your new colleague to keep you on
the right track.
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We deliver training in the
following two forms
Formal training – Delivered in structured sessions to multiple users following
an outline syllabus. Giving the user a general understanding of the principles of
Force24 and our system features, these workshops last no more than an hour each.
On the job – In our opinion this is the most valuable form of learning, as you tap
into our knowledge as and when you need help or are not sure what to do next.
We’ll show you the best way to approach and implement your task, before testing it
with you. This kind of training is delivered at any time during office hours. No prior
booking is required, but notice is always appreciated.
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UK Infrastructure
Because our infrastructure is
located wholly within the UK, your
data will never leave this country.
This automatically minimises the risk of non-compliance with data
protection and safe harbour regulations, which is one less thing for
you to worry about. We also have our own in-house GDPR experts
who can guide business owners and marketing teams through the
communications minefield associated with challenges
such as personal data consent and the
right to be forgotten.

In addition to our infrastructure support, we also guarantee to respond to you within the following
time frames*:

CRITICAL ISSUES

WITHIN 30 MINUTES

URGENT ISSUES

WITHIN 1 HOUR

NON CRITICAL ISSUES

WITHIN 2 HOURS

This is really only the very minimum service you can expect from us. In reality, you will usually receive a
response and resolution within a couple of minutes!
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“

Starting is really
simple! I can
understand how
daunting it can
feel, but let me
reassure you, our
team take on all the
hard work, making
sure you start your
journey on the best
footing. We promise
to keep helping you
with FREE training
and support by real
humans for the
lifetime of your
agreement with us.

“

Adam Oldfield
Managing Director and Founder
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Platform Features
Force24’s Marketing Automation
platform offers more power and
speed backed up with our promise
of free training and support for life
on our 2min SLA
The Force24 marketing automation platform is packed with
powerful, user-friendly and GDPR-compliant features designed
to make life easy for the modern marketer.

“

The drag and drop
functionality is so
usable and intuitive,
as opposed to some
marketing tools that
I find quite clunky.

“

Fiona Bousfield
Head of Marketing
Best Companies
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Marketing automation
designed to save you 8 hours a week
We have the best Marketing Automation software in the industry.
In our opinion, our extremely powerful automation system is simplified to help
you create advanced automation campaigns in minutes.
Just think of the time you could save.

Drag & Drop

Free Training & Support

Unlimited Triggering Actions

Integrated Email & SMS
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Our Platform
We’re constantly innovating, to ensure our platform stays one step
ahead of the challenges marketers face. That’s why we don’t just think
we’ve built a marketing tool – we’ve produced an entire toolbox,
packed with powerful, user-friendly and truly effective features!

Email Design Suite
With our unique Code Snippets feature, every
Force24 client gets their own custom library of
branded email assets to take the hard work out of
creating an email. All you need to do is drag, drop
and go.
Build world-class emails in under 8 minutes with
Force24.

Genius Blocks
Build powerful conversion focused landing pages totally
personalised to the user.
Don’t just insert first name (well yes do that too but...)
tailor the entire page to that specific user!
Build fully mobile responsive landing pages with no coding
experience using the latest personalisation technology.
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Microsite Creation Studio
Send qualified leads on a unique journey that nurtures and create,
edit and publish professional looking microsites and campaign
pages to your domain within minutes.
It’s as easy as drag and drop on the Force24 platform, no coding
necessary.

Support
For the lifetime of your agreement with Force24 you will
have access to free online one-to-one training, live chat,
and phone support.
Our objective is to empower you via continued learning
opportunities to ensure you get the maximum return on
your investment.

Web Activity Tracking
Learn even more than before with web tracking. Segment users
based on browsing engagement and personalise email content
based on the areas of most interest.
Force24 gives you the name and CRM contact details of the
contact allowing you to watch them as they move through your
website(s).

Data Capture
Build fully mobile responsive forms within seconds.
But wait, why ask the same question twice - prepopulate
your data capture forms and collect all the info you need,
watch your conversion rates soar!
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Data Segmentation
Slice, dice and carve like never before based
on the data you hold and each contact’s
online engagement with your brand, but
that’s not all!
Data segments go further and give detailed
insights as to the performance of the
segment. Visualise segment evolution,
growth, lead score, seasonal activity and
loads more.

Intelligent IP Tracking
Learn more about your unidentified web
visitors with our intelligent AI powered
IP tracking.
The only tracking that learns about your
customers each day!
Match more anonymous contacts than
ever before.

SMS Marketing
In the mobile generation, SMS is one of the
fastest ways to reach your target audience and
create a campaign that’s guaranteed to get you
noticed.
Our SMS Design Suite lets you create, send
and analyse your ideal message on our secure
platform.
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Lead Scoring
Don’t waste time chasing after lost causes.
Force24’s lead scoring automatically gives your
leads an individual score to let you know exactly
how hot or cold a potential lead is.
Combine that with the rest of the Force24
platform and you have the future of marketing
right at your fingertips.

Reporting & Analysis
Explore details right down to an individual level
to help you make informed decisions on future
campaigns.
Analyse who is truly engaging with your comms
and where you need to segment further via
at-a-glance reports.
All of the crucial detail you need, without the
headache.

Advanced Contact Search
Slide, dice and carve like a pro with our advanced
contact search where you may integrate your data
to build custom segmentation.
Our advanced contact search enables you to
query vast amounts of behavioural, contact and
transactional data, in milliseconds regardless of
the size of your data set.
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Report
‘Death by data’ isn’t an issue with Force24. Just slick,
simple reporting that’s been fine tuned over the years.

Auto Segmentation
and Reporting

Campaign Reporting
and Analytics

Segment Tag
Reporting

Campaign Tag
Reporting
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Integrate

700+ integrations available at your fingertips
Force24 integrates with your existing CRM, monitors website activity
and applies business logic that intelligently deploys messages.

All leading CRM

E-commerce websites and

applications

CMS’s

Survey Builders

Major review sites

Social Media

Calendars

Can’t see the application you are looking for?
Don’t worry, please get in touch and we can take a look for you.
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For Marketing
Managers
Complete direct
communications management
At some point in every marketer’s career we have asked ourselves:
“Can I do better, can I achieve more, can I learn more, can I be more
efficient?”
Deep down we also know the answer is usually “Yes”.

For example:

But then comes the next difficult question – “How?”
1.

Build beautiful, mobile-compliant emails

The Force24 platform has been designed to satisfy this

in seconds using the latest Code Snippets

challenge, from the ground up, with simple interfaces

technology.

that allow you to do more, in one place! A team of
knowledgeable account managers are also on hand
to push the latest techniques to you, along with an

2. Craft poetic SMS messages with built-in
response management.

automation engine which is guaranteed to take the leg
work out of your day.

3. Design and publish stunning conversionfocused microsites in seconds, again with the
help of easy-to-use Code Snippets.
4. Pull it all together with a powerful automation
engine, connected to over 700 leading apps
across the internet.
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Feature Spotlight
What are Code Snippets?

Ever wondered why emails look fine when you
build them in the online editor, but then when you
send them they look totally different?
The Problem

The Solution

There is a good reason for this. Unlike when you visit

Code Snippets is the answer! With our drag and drop

a web page and you have elected to view the content,

editor you can compose perfect emails using blocks of

an email is viewed in a protective and somewhat

prebuilt, tested and branded code. You can change the

prohibitive browser environment, because the sender

content, images and links without materially affecting

has pushed it to you. In technical terms, the inline

the layout. Therefore, you can guarantee your emails

HTML styling of an email is positioned within very

will always look exactly as they should, on every

old-school ‘nested tables’. So, in your online editor

device.

you may see a perfect new-school version of your
email, but it is then ‘converted’ into inline, nestled

Not only that, we can guarantee you a significant time

code.

saving on the production of each email – up to 8 hours
a week in some cases!

As you can imagine, this is where the problems occur,
as the ever-evolving device market makes it very hard

That’s no special technical assistance. No expensive

for conversions to be accurate every time.

creative input. No elaborate code knowledge. And no
headaches. Just emails that do their job!

FORCE24 - QUICK PITCH BOOK
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Easy to Use
Interface

We pride ourselves on the development of simple to use
technology. As a result, most Force24 clients progress
very quickly on to what are perceived as incredibly
complex journeys in other platforms, as well as saving on
average 8 hours per week by removing menial tasks.
This interface does not stand still. In fact, our product
development roadmap is powered by you! We listen
very closely to the questions you ask, the comments you
make and the problems you face, and we act, we refine
processes and we develop new tools in line with these
needs.
Plus, as you know, the support of our UK marketing
and technical support team is included!

FORCE24 - QUICK PITCH BOOK
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Your New Team in
the Spotlight
With our roots strongly embedded within the UK, that’s also where
our data centres are located and our head office is situated in Leeds –
in the heart of Yorkshire.
Why is location important to us?

That marketing pro will have undergone extensive

Automation can be a tricky business and sometimes

platform, as well as our proven techniques and

clients need a hand to hold through the more complex

approaches. They’ll be hand-picked for you, according

projects. That’s where we step in – you have a direct

to your industry sector and/or objectives. And,

contact in Force24 that will help guide you through

available during normal office hours, they’ll be a

these more challenging times. There’s no need to

font of knowledge plus your first point of call for any

navigate time zones and wait for American support

questions you have.

desks to come online – we are here when you need us.

What sort of help can you expect?

training around the Force24 marketing automation

Diana
Director of Client Services

We will add value to your team by introducing
processes that enable essential planning and a smooth
delivery of your journeys and campaigns. We’re not
just talking about a user forum and library of help
articles, but a UK-based automation professional at
your fingertips, at all times, and included in the price.

Lee
Automation Consultant
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Track More
With the Force24 cookie tracking combined with the Force24 IP
tracking, you could track up to 70% of your browsing traffic.

Force24 IP Tracked
695 Contacts
Force24 Cookie
Tracked 500 Contacts
1195 Contacts

IP Tracked
198 Contacts

Force24

Leading Competitor

AI powered IP tracking learns about your contacts and
identifies more companies every day.
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What if you need
even more support?
If you’re tight on time, going away or are simply a bit stuck, our
campaign services team can also be on hand to create, optimise and
deliver your campaigns.
Working closely with your Force24 account manager, our campaign services team includes:
Ɖ

The creative team, led by Head of Design Rob Halford

Ɖ

The front-end delivery team, led by Volen Angelov

Together, they can take care of your:

Email Design and Build
By constantly observing the results that stem from the latest
innovations and techniques within email and landing page design,
our team are focused on the creation of conversion-focused assets.

Landing Page Design and Build
We’ve worked hard to produce a predefined framework for success,
which means every landing page is created using tried and tested
methodology. The result is our ability to deploy a fully-branded
landing page, in line with your style sheet, quickly and effectively.
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Best-of-breed
email delivery
When it comes to email communications, ‘one size fits all’ stopped
working years ago. That’s why we employ a team of email
deliverability consultants, to help you get the most from your
email campaigns.
We work with every single Force24 client to ensure impeccable send reputations and email compliance. For
example, one of our dedicated email deliverability consultants will work with you to consider:

Fixed or Dedicated IP

Data segmentation strategies

Which is best for you? We need to look at email

We help you build quick and easy, segmented and

volumes, existing reputation and contact

automated journeys to keep your data safe and

demographics before devising a strategic plan that

engaged. By focusing on the best contacts, you’ll

ensures the best possible delivery rates.

maintain a high sender reputation.

Email verification standard

Blacklist monitoring and removal

Less of a discussion and more of an implementation,

Should you hit one of these nasties, it’s our job to get

we configure SPF, DMARC, SNDS, DKIM and more so

you back on your feet again. We will work with you to

that your email is viewed with maximum credibility.

figure out what went wrong and how to prevent it in

“

the future.

Email Delivery is becoming more and more complex, my
team will ensure you have the best possible email delivery
profile at all times! Leave the technical stuff to us.

“

FORCE24 - QUICK PITCH BOOK

Michael Gyeke Head of Email Delivery
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“

I attended the meeting
with our head of
marketing. Both she
and I were blown away
with the company,
facilities, the team and
the Force24 platform,
which clearly offered a
no-nonsense solution
to our needs. We could
both visualise it working
within Lister Horsfall.

“

Lister Horsfall
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Our promise
to you
SLAs
Power without control has no value, which is why we offer all clients the following SLAs

Infrastructure Support 24/7
Portal and Management dashboard availability
Campaign reporting availability
Campaign asset availability

In addition to our infrastructure support, we also guarantee to respond to you within the following time
frames*:

Critical Issues

Within 30 minutes

Urgent Issues

Within 1 hour

Non Critical Issues

Within 2 hours

This is really only the very minimum service you can expect from us. In reality, you will usually receive a
response and resolution within a couple of minutes!

Contract Terms
We believe in being flexible, which is why we offer 12, 24 or 36 month contracts to our clients. Fix your price
and minimum product spec for as long as you like because, with our aggressive product development roadmap,
you can expect to benefit from a further £5million investment during your contract term.
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For Financial
Directors
Scalable pricing with flexible tariffs
Unlike most automation platforms, Force24 charges on a utilisation
basis with only a small standing charge. This is good news for costsavvy organisations.
What is a utilisation fee?

Why is a utilisation fee better?

A utilisation fee means you pay when the automation

With a utilisation fee, you pay for what you use! You

is sweating – not when it isn’t! For example, if

can’t send emails to people that you don’t have in

you’re not sending many emails or SMS, your bill will

your list so why should you pay for it?

naturally be smaller. Responsible marketers win with
utilisation fees!

Is this the market norm?

Secondly, a utilisation fee encourages more effective
marketing. Let’s picture the scene… a busy marketer
needs to get an email out of the door. Do they send
the same generic and unengaging email to everyone

A ‘contacts capacity’ fee is much more common in

because its free, or do they make sure their data is

the world of marketing automation. With this type

segmented and send tailored comms to the people

of pricing structure, businesses pay for every contact

that want to receive it, because they can save budget

held within the automation regardless of their

and spend it on something else?

actions/usage.
We typically see our clients saving 20-30% against
Yes this means you can send as many emails as you

competitors who charge a contacts capacity pricing

want (not SMS, as this is always charged per send).

structure!

But, because most marketers pick a plan that allows
a small amount of growth, this means wasted budget
from day one! Then, as the data grows, there’s a
quandary – increase the tariff to the next price band
or remove contacts to save money. Either choice could
prove costly, for different reasons.
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Small standing monthly charge

Quotations

This is simply a minor monthly contribution towards

If any work requested in addition to your normal day

the upkeep of the product. Packages start from £399

to day operations carries an extra charge, this will

regardless of the amount of data you hold.

always be quoted before commencement, inclusive of a
full breakdown of work .

We spend this fee in the following way:
One platform – thousands of opportunities. We know
1.

45% system maintenance and iteration.

how confusing the world of marketing technology can
be. We also know there is often a limit to the budget

2. 20% account management, ongoing training and
support.

that marketing departments can get hold of. That’s
why we’ve thought carefully about the features within
our intelligent platform.

3. 35% product development.
So much so, clients often find that with Force24,
It’s important to note that we also include a number of

they no longer need many other products that they

‘freebies’ including:

currently pay for.

Ɖ

On the job training.

Ɖ

Data migration from another marketing
automation platform.

There are further savings to be had too! We’ll hold the
fort if a member of your team:

We give you an:
Ɖ

Email suite.

Ɖ

Automation suite.

Ɖ

SMS suite.

Ɖ

Goes on holiday.

Ɖ

Microsite and landing page suite.

Ɖ

Goes on maternity leave (a small fee may apply).

Ɖ

Paid search custom audience builder.

Ɖ

Leaves the organisation – we’ll even train your
new staff FOC!

Monthly account invoicing
As a UK business, we like to keep things simple by
issuing straightforward monthly account invoices.
That’s one single invoice covering all aspects of the
system for the period in question.
Our account terms are 30 days net, with account
invoicing being produced at the start of each month.
Each invoice will be submitted alongside the specified
purchase order number, for ease of sign off.
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Feature Spotlight
Paid search data sync

We help marketers save money on paid search and social advertising
by optimising spend according to CRM contact statuses.
For example, Force24 can identify your specific contacts and sync them with Facebook and
Google, allowing you to reduce/increase ad spend on these contacts, and/or vary the message
to better encourage engagement.
The result? A far more refined ad serve strategy, which either reduces cost or improves ROI
on existing spend.
This sounds incredibly sophisticated – and it is! But, it doesn’t require a data scientist as
everything works using our automated triggers.

SLAs
Power without control has no value, which is why we offer all clients the following SLAs:

FORCE24 - QUICK PITCH BOOK
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For InfoSec
Maximum robustness for your
peace of mind
Compliance is currently one of the hottest topics in the commercial
world, by far. It may therefore offer peace of mind that Force24 has
a pedigree in working within heavily regulated industries. We know
how to keep your data safe, our technology is GDPR compliant and
our organisation is structured to limit access to your most valuable
assets.
Document Bundle
Our standard documentation bundle is available upon request. This includes our:
Ɖ

Anti Bribery Policy

Ɖ

Tracking and Web Capture Configuration Guide

Ɖ

Platform Penetration Test Summary

Ɖ

Trust and Confidentiality Agreement

Ɖ

Blank Mutual NDA

Ɖ

Wifi Security Policy

Ɖ

Business Continuity Plan

Ɖ

Security Incident Response

Ɖ

Client Setup

Ɖ

Vulnerability and Threat Management

Ɖ

Data Classification

Ɖ

Full Time Staff Contract

Ɖ

Data Protection Policy

Ɖ

Disciplinary Policy

Ɖ

Data Storage, Retention and Disposal

Ɖ

Holiday Entitlement Policy

Ɖ

Data Compliance

Ɖ

Reference Request Document

Ɖ

Equipment Standards Policy

Ɖ

Staff Security Policy

Ɖ

Information Security Policy

Ɖ

Offer Letter Template

Ɖ

Internet Usage Policy

Ɖ

Probationary Period Complete / Dismissal /

Ɖ

Privacy Policy

Extension
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How to Start
The first step is to get in touch. An automation specialist will be more than

happy to show you around our platform and demonstrate any aspect of our
platform to you. Or why not come and meet our team at our Leeds HQ, to
have a guided tour of the UK’s home of automation.

Get in touch
If you want to talk about your
marketing call us 0845 272 5990 or
email info@force24.co.uk

Force24 Ltd, Office 2, Indigo Blu, 14 Crown Point Road, Leeds, LS10 1EL
0845 272 5990 - info@force24.co.uk

